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LaserMax Introduces Spartan™ Laser Series: The First
Perfect Fit for Handgun Rails
August 25, 2015 (Rochester, NY) — New from LaserMax, the Spartan™ series features
a revolutionary mounting system that is easily adapted to achieve ideal placement on
handgun accessory rails. Dual electronic touch pads are ample in size and have been
elongated to ensure effortless activation with all finger lengths and hand sizes. The
Spartan laser will be offered in both red and green variants.
What is so different about Spartan? The handgun accessory market has become
increasingly saturated with laser products that offer no true advancements and
little versatility. Spartan is different. Harnessing LaserMax’s penchant for innovation,
the Spartan features revolutionary Rail Vise Technology™ (patent pending) which
eliminates the need for multiple laser housing options or clumsy adapters that limit
mounting flexibility and can easily end up lost. The fully adjustable nature of the Spartan
ensures that the operator can install the sight in its optimal location for personal comfort
and ease of use. Once anchored, the sight maintains precision accuracy over extensive
live-fire.
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Other Features The most versatile and feature-rich rail mounted laser sight ever
conceived, Spartan is equipped with LaserMax’s patented integral rail feature, enabling
attachment of ancillary accessories such as weapon lights or infrared lasers. User
programmable for a steady or high-visibility pulsed beam, the Spartan automatically
deactivates after 10 minutes to prevent inadvertent power drain. Ambidextrous
activation, Rail Vise Positioner,™ and simplified windage and elevation tuning set Spartan
apart from the fray.
Priced for every shooter’s budget, Spartan lasers will begin arriving to retailers in Fall of
2015 at an MSRP of $99 (red) and $149 (green). Spartan lasers will maintain LaserMax’s 5
year limited warranty.
Complete information on LaserMax products is available at lasermax.com or by
phone at (800) 527-3703. For the latest LaserMax news, follow LaserMax on Instagram,
Twitter, Facebook, Gun District, and YouTube.
About LaserMax
Now in its 26th year, LaserMax is a leading innovator of premium laser systems with
a growing portfolio of significant patents. Specializing in the design and manufacture
of rugged and innovative firearm sighting solutions for military, law enforcement
and commercial markets worldwide, the company also delivers premium laser
products and optical systems for the semiconductor, aerospace, biomedical and
telecommunications industries. LaserMax is an ISO 9001:2008 certified and WOSB
8(m) certified Women-Owned Small Business and was recently recognized as one of
the fastest growing companies in the U.S. by Inc. 500 | 5000.

